
Session 2: Large Group
ADAM: THE BUILDER

OPENING:
Object Lesson: Marshmallows and Spaghetti
This will be a competition about who can build the highest tower in 10 minutes using marshmallows and
spaghetti.

Illustration: Legos and Boys
Spend time talking about what toys we played with as children. Seeing if anyone played with some sort of
building blocks: erector sets, legos, Lincoln logs. Talk about my son Judah and his affinity for building with
magnet blocks. I had a gray and blue building set called Construx growing up.

As men, there is often an innate desire to build. That’s because we were made to be builders.

MAIN PASSAGE: Genesis 1:28-29, 2:8-15
From procreation to civilizations, the call of man is to build. When God said be fruitful and multiply, as images
of God, we were to imitate the creation of man in ourselves. God gave us the ability to build families and
communities. But the building didn’t end there. When God gave us the command to rule over and subdue his
creation, it was a call to do as he did… build! To build cities, cultivate farmland (Gen 2:15), and build
civilizations! Just as God saw dirt and thought up adam, we were to see what he created and dream up
creations of our own! But the call was always to build everything, whether people or land, with The Almighty as
our foundation. When we don’t, what we see throughout scripture is we build on bloodshed, murder, and sin.

The above portions are to help give you an idea of how Pastor Josh will communicate his lesson to set up the stage for your small
group time. The goal of each time is to walk through individuals who showed glimpses of the “man” we were supposed to be.

***ATTENTION***
Please make sure to watch the video for your lesson, because it will give you commentary and context to the passages you’ll be

reading. They’ll also give you a sense of the flow of each lesson and where we’ll be going.



ADAM THE MULTIPLIERS (Kenny and Josh)
We Are Builders of People
Two Genealogies: Cain & Seth

START: A Brief History of Israel

Personal Stories: Is our ancestry important? Does it matter where we came from?
This is an open-ended question designed to create discussion within the group. Maybe think about how you
would answer this yourself.

Why do you think the Bible has genealogies?
Historically speaking, to the ancient world, where you came from was of utmost importance. Your lineage
meant everything to you. To tarnish your family name would cause effects for your family and the many
generations that followed.

Reading genealogies can be quite boring, but why is it important?
Hebrew Genealogies are important because they were the way Israel told the story of God’s Promise. From the
beginning of time, there were many peoples and civilizations that came from Adam and Eve, but there was one
family line that mattered the most. This family’s offspring (literally in Hebrew, seed) was blessed by God, and
called to bless the world.

----------------------------------------------------

GENEALOGY  #1: Cain (Genesis 4:10-24)
Before you begin:

1. Back story
Cain and Abel is a familiar story. You may have someone recount it from memory. Otherwise, read 1-10
to familiarize yourself with the story so you can give a brief synopsis of what’s happening before
vv.10-24

2. Learn how to read genealogies
One reason we find reading genealogies boring is because we’re not taught how to read them. For
instance, have you noticed how genealogies are written differently. Even in Cain’s and Seth’s, which are
back to back, you can see the structure and format of both are very different. When you look at Noah’s
son’s genealogies, you’ll see two sets. One set talks about their civilizations. Yet, when it comes to
focus on Shem’s line, we see a familiar structure to Seth’s… because both Seth and Shem are the
father’s who carry God’s Promise. Seth’s line leads to Noah. Shem’s line leads to Abram.

So, here are some helpful tools in reading genealogies:
a. Understand The Purpose:

Genealogies aren’t supposed to be read as just mere facts (that’s how Americans are raised to
read information). The Hebrew people weren’t concerned as much about facts as they were
concerned about THE STORY, because the story told them something about God, or about
humanity. For instance, some generations are actually skipped! Mostly because they don’t
matter to THE STORY. Therefore, when you read genealogies, try not to read them as fact…
read them as part of THE STORY. To Americans who read facts, this is a tragedy! To the
ancients, this was very normal and intentional.

b. Look for patterns. Patterns are important in helping us identify anomalies.
c. Look for anomalies. Anomalies are words, phrases or events that stray from the pattern. These

anomalies are there to tell the reader something important.



d. Compare and Contrast. Genealogies were placed in the overarching narrative at specific points
for specific reasons. Comparing and contrasting as well as knowing the surrounding storyline is
quite helpful in understanding their purpose.

e. Don’t overthink it. The reason for genealogies are often quite simple when you come right down
to it.

Read Genesis 4:10-24.

Why would God spare Cain, despite his actions?
This is the second showing of mercy God gives to his created people (the first being allowing Adam and Eve to
live). In the beginning pages of God’s Word, God is quickly establishing his character for all who read.

*** this question/answer is important in understanding Lamech’s poem***

Other than a brief reference to Cain building a city, the lineage seems to rush itself to get to Lamech. In
our first introduction to Lamech, what is unique about Lamech compared to all other men mentioned in
the Bible so far?
This would be the first anomalie. Lamech was the first to marry two women. The Bible never explicitly
condemns polygamy, but there isn’t one instance in the Bible where it works well or glorifies God. Lamech sets
the stage for how readers are to view one man marrying multiple women.

Lamech’s poem is quite intense. What is Lamech saying in this statement? What does this tell us about
Lamech? What does this tell us about his understanding of God? What does this tell us about Cain’s
line of offspring?
Lamech is declaring that in his ruthlessness, God will need to step up his game. If God’s mercy on his ancestor
Cain was a big deal, Lamech is saying, “You ain’t seen nothin’ yet!” Furthermore, Lamech is completely
misunderstanding the character of God. He is operating as if God is there to serve him, as opposed to his life
being a service to God.

And so, this is the state of humanity. We will follow another line that is much different, but when we pick up the
narrative, we will see how depraved all of humanity truly is.

----------------------------------------------------

GENEALOGY  #2: Seth (Genesis 4:25-5:32)

Read Genesis 4:25-5:32. Have the group look for the pattern that’s consistent throughout this passage.

Before we begin contrasting, we’re going to ask a few basic questions to help the group understand this
genealogy a little better.

It may seem harsh that Adam and Eve “replace” Abel. But what do you think is being communicated
here?
Abel was the one in whom God had favor. Seth is now that replacement, and we know that his line will have
God’s favor based on the end of v.26.

Look at v.3. What does this sound like? What is being communicated here?
V.3 shows how important procreation is… it’s making us like God in that our own children are made in our
likeness… in our image.



What is the pattern? Are there any anomalies or deviations from the pattern? What do these anomalies
tell us?
There aren’t many anomalies honestly, and there may be more than the one’s I’m listing. But the two listed are
pertinent to the group's discussion.

● Enoch is the first major deviation. Enoch doesn’t die! God takes him because he “walked with God”.
This is a direct reference back to 4:26, but also a foretelling of 6:9, where we meet a special man who
will carry the Promise of God - Noah.

● Noah’s name is the second major deviation. Noah’s name should cause us to remember God’s curse
on the ground in 3:17. Noah’s name mean’s comfort or rest. If a Hebrew was reading this for the first
time, he might be thinking to himself, “Wait, is this the one?! The promised offspring? The one who will
strike the serpent's head? - this is the marker that Seth’s line of offspring will be the line to carry on the
promise of hope.

After reading these two genealogies, what are some of the similarities and differences you find?
Below you’ll find a list of similarities and differences I compiled. This list is not exhaustive, so there may be
more that is noticed.

● Similarities
○ God blesses both lines with offspring. The command to be fruitful and multiply is happening.
○ Fathers and sons are mentioned as ones who pass on the line.

● Differences
○ There are no wives mentioned in Seth’s line.
○ One has a set pattern, the other doesn’t have much of a pattern at all.
○ One has ages, the other isn’t concerned with ages.
○ MAJOR: Seth’s line follows the Lord, Cain’s Rejects Him
○ MAJOR: Cain’s line ends in sin. Seth’s ends in Hope.

What does comparing these two lines tell us about God’s call to “be fruitful and multiply”?
God’s command to procreate isn’t limited to those who desire to “walk with him”. Rather, as images of God, a
part of who we are is to make more of us in our image. But that’s exactly it! If our image is like Cain, we will
reproduce evil. If our image is like Seth, who calls upon the Lord, then we will do what God has called us to…
be a beacon of hope for all who are seeking comfort and rest.


